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Happy New Year 2017
With this issue the newsletter enters its second year of publication.
A big thank you to all our patrons for their unstinted support
which we are sure will continue into the New Year and after.
The last quarter of the year saw the initiation of an annual event
the Conference Series and we are delighted to cover it in this issue.
Also covered are the Convocation 2016, the cultural festival Viaje
and lot more.

Happy reading
Comment & contribution mail to :
nilam@UnitedWorld.in
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Conference Series 2016
The Conference Series, envisaged as an annual event, was aimed to provide a platform for
comprehensive discussions on some prominent issues challenging the corporate world, domestic
and global economy, and the society at large. Apart from debating current trends, it sought to draw
attention to how the future is likely to emerge and encourage anticipatory action. The series
comprised three conferences one each devoted to themes in the domains of Finance (14-15 Nov),
HR (16-17 Nov) and Marketing (18-19 Nov). Each conference spread over two days had four
sessions. At every session the speakers were a mix of in-house faculty, external academician,
industry practitioner and current students. The conveners of the conferences were Dr Himanshu
Barot (Finance), Prof Bansari Dave (HR) and Dr Sunil Patel (Marketing). The event started with a
ceremonial lamp lighting after which the Dean Prof Manas Chakravarty declared the Conference
Series open.

Lamp Lighting during the Inaugural Session
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Conference Series 2016
FINANCE CONFERENCE
‘Perspectives on Risk & Return in Investment’ was the governing theme of Finance Conference
where Mr Shalin Patni was the key note speaker. The sessions in the conference were as follows:
Session 1: Microfinance

Session 2: Financing Business Start-ups

A Tool for Financial Inclusion- Dr. Kishor Bhanushali

Start-up ecosystem in India- Dr. Himanshu Barot

Role in Women Empowerment- Ms. Pooja Chiraniya

Entrepreneurial approaches in new enterprisesMr. Amit Vaishnav

Risk Management and Related Issues- Dr. Narayan Baser
Innovative Approaches- Mrs. Poppy Sharma

Assessment of risk and reward- Mr. Prabir Chatterjee

Session 3: Rural Banking

Session 4: Innovations in Financial Platform

Current Picture in India- Prof. Hardik Gandhi

Strengths & challenges in Financial Markets- Mr. Joy

Products, Services, & Innovations- Mr. Bhautik Soni

Mandal

Issues and Challenges- Dr. Apoorva Raval

Innovative Financial Instruments- Dr. Gurmeet Singh

Prospects in a Competitive World- Mr. Rishi Mehta

Innovations through Technology- Prof. Rinki Rola
Relevance, Drivers & Implications for near FutureMr. Bikram Mahajan
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Conference Series 2016
HR CONFERENCE
In this digital age when young people in the corporate world are connected in ways and modes difficult for earlier generation to cope with, it is essential to cast HR activities to match the challenges
and opportunities of new technology and review manpower practices in new light. Therefore the
governing theme of the conference was titled as New Age HR- Technology & Practices. The key
note address was delivered by Mr. Pankaj Singh, Vice President for L&D of the Adani Group. The
conference comprised the following sessions:
Session 1: Impact of Technology on HR

Session 2: Talent Acquisition

Technology & Opportunity- Prof. Ravindra Dey

War for Talent- Prof. Bansari Dave

Cultural Aspects of Technology AdaptationProf. Bhupinder Arora

Hiring Process & Practices- Ms. Sutapa Mandal

Communication Technologies- Ms. Simran Malhotra
& Ms. Reetika Raj
Ethics & Legal Issues- Dr. A. Kumar

Talent Sourcing for External Clients- Ms. Alpa Bhatt
Hiring Metrics- Ms. Vaidehi Bhatt
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Conference Series 2016
HR CONFERENCE
Session 3: New Directions

Session 4 : Talent Acquisition

Performance Management- Prof. Jallavi Panchamia

HRIS: Going beyond Data- Ms. Deepika Mishra

Compensation Management- Prof. P. Ganesh

Managing Knowledge- Prof. Vasudev Srinivasan

Retention Management- Ms. Manali Modi &
Mr. Navin Illangovan

Challenges in Industrial Relations- Prof. Manas
Chakravarty

Evaluation & Feedback- Radhika Gandhi
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Conference Series 2016
MARKETING CONFERENCE
In a fast changing world, marketers have to be continuously looking out for societal changes that
impact the consumer needs and preferences. With this in mind, the Marketing conference adopted
the theme Paradigm Shift in Consumer Buying Behavior. Dr. Sunil Patel was the conveyor of
Marketing Conference. To connect with the theme, the conference took a sectoral approach dealt
covering the following sessions which was preceded by a keynote address by Dr. Hemant Trivedi
Session 1: Online Shopping

Session 2: Banking & other Financial Services

Electronics and Consumer Durables- Dr. Chirag Rathod

Net, Mobile Banking & UPI services- Mr. Rishi Kharkwal

Apparels and Footwear- Mr. Aditya Chowdhury

Bill Payment Services- Mr. Rajat Saraswat

Furniture, Furnishing, & Home DécorProf. Priyanka Nair

Purchasing Investment Products-Dr. Mamta Bhrambhatt

Food & Beverages- Mr. Rutvij Oza

E-Wallets- Dr. Sunil Patel
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Conference Series 2016
MARKETING CONFERENCE
Session 3: Travel, Hospitality, & Food

Session 4: Lifestyle, Wellness, & Entertainment

Domestic and International VacationsDr. Harishchandra Singh Rathod

Lifestyle Products & Services- Miss Ritwika Sengupta

Targeted Tourism- Miss Jhilum Basu
Food Experiences- Mr. Keyur Darji

Wellness Products and Services- Mr. Anil Sachdeva
Online Medicines and Medical ServicesMr. Keyur Wankhede
Media and Entertainment- Mr. Indranil Chakrabarty

VALEDICTORY
The end of Day 6 marked the conclusion of the Conference Series.
Speakers, moderators, volunteers and support staff were felicitated for
their contribution. The Valedictory Address was delivered by
Dr. Bhuvneshwar Gupta, Director- Academics. The Conference Series
was brought to a ceremonious end by Prof Manas Chakravarty declaring
it closed
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Convocation 2016
Continuing with the tradition of first Saturday of December, the Convocation of PGDM batch
2014-16 was held on 3rd December, 2016. Graduating students were handed over their diplomas.
The guests-of-honor for the occasion were Dr. Pankaj Singh, Vice President for Learning and
Development of Adani Group and Mr. Dinesh Arora, CEO of Sundyota Numandis Pharmaceuticals.
In his address Dr. Singh spoke on the topic “10 things that young managers should keep in mind
while embarking upon their corporate journey” while Mr Arora talked about the life skills that are
necessary to become more efficient and effective individuals and managers.
The grand momemts of the event were the award of Gold Medals to the specialization toppers:
Rahul Auddy (Marketing), Monika Sharma (Finance) and Vivek Pande (HR). Greatest applause of the
daywas reserved for the batch topper Rahul Auddy.
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Interview with Batch Topper
“Success is very subjective and one is the best judge of his or her own success …”
Interview with batch topper Rahul Auddy (PGDM 2014-16)
How much of what was taught in classroom have you been able to bring to your workplace?
Well, honestly speaking, classroom learning with practical experience at first hand is the only way to stem the knowledge gained
into the brain’s permanent storage area. Since I was active both in classroom activities as well as live events, I believe to have
implemented and stemmed a lot of teachings into my grey matter. That is something that is indeed coming to great help in my
workplace today and I feel confident about myself working in the domain that I’m in. But then, a word of caution to all reading
this piece especially to my juniors out there: friends, you’ll be bombarded with GBs of data, please don’t simply mug it up or
swallow without chewing, because knowledge is useful only when you add experiences to support.
How much improvement has there been in your personal skills during the time you put at UWSB?
With age it’s a mandate for everyone to mature and I too believe to have done that. But today’s scenario is a little more
demanding than just being mature and here is where UWSB has made a difference to my life. My skills in being humble, modest and generous are all
an addition to the beautiful education that I’ve received from UWSB.
In my tenure at UWSB, I’ve been very fortunate to have been bestowed with the responsibility to organize and manage several events like the
Ganesha festival, College fest, Durga Puja, Fresher’s Party and many more and these have taught me to take decisions at very acute stages. I believe,
all these things have added great value to me and my character and I’ve taken great strides in improving my interpersonal skills with leaps and
bounds.
What was your social life like as a student at UWSB?
UWSB has always been a place for fun, frolic, zeal and enthusiasm and my life had never been anything short of that. My social life had revolved
around a few sought out characters and it would be best to mention their names. The likes of Shakti, Saquib, Raktim, Rajpritam, Rajat, Santosh, Pappu
and Darshan are some very important names who complemented each other to make the life nothing less exciting than the world of Tomorrowland. It
was very difficult to find me in my room anytime before 11.30 pm and the ideal place to locate this bunch was at the Uvarsad Crossroads. I would
mention that my social life was not just fun and frolic but also had opportunities to socialize professionally with several business entities. It was a good
balance all in all. One last and special mention about Ms Creeper Roy, without whom I believe my time at UWSB would remain incomplete; she’s
indeed a very beautiful human being who always made me feel complete and competent.
What is your success mantra?
Success is very subjective and one is the best judge of his or her own success. My challenge has always been with myself. The focus has always been
on growth, and in academia, growth not only meant to get stunning grades but to grow in knowledge. I have always been an active member of all
college events and have had the privilege to represent the institution at several forums like Vibrant Gujarat, Pravasi Bharatiya Divas, and The Business
Conclave. For me, these have always been learning stints and I’ve implemented all that I’d learn in my practical experiences. A marketing professional
learns more from experiences than from textbooks, and my exposure is indeed a real boon for my career. I share my successful tenure at UWSB with
quite a few and I believe to have made a difference to their life and acknowledge their support in mine.
What is your message to the juniors?
Well honestly, I’m not much of a preacher or guide, but I feel being an early bird is the only way to move ahead in both worlds - academia and
corporate. Early bird over here means making the early move to grasp the best of opportunities. Opportunities at times go begging and it is indeed
upon us to grab them and materialize them. Stay on your toes, develop a network of professionals around yourself, socialize and move fast. I believe
this will help a lot in your professional career. But I would also like to add a word of caution to all my dear friends: success is just round the corner but
keep your feet on the ground and be humble because it does not take long to fall flat and fumble thereafter.
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VIAJE 2016
The much awaited annual cultural festival was held during 26-30 December

Lamp Lighting at the Grand Finale
Inauguration of Viaje 2016
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Start-up Symposium
Start– up Symposium
A Start-up Symposium was organised on October 14, 2016 where various speakers shed light on
al qualities required and the eco-system in the start-up world.

entrepreneuri-

First speaker was Mr. Mike Adhikari of Illinois Corporate Investments Inc. based in USA. Mr Adhikari who is an investor
in start-ups in India and elsewhere spoke on “How to be an Entrepreneur/Intrapreneur” particularly touching upon the
entrepreneurial ways of doing managerial jobs. Mr. Adhikari was accompanied by Mr Angad Abrol the co-founder of
Tempawala an aggregator of goods transportation who outlined his entrepreneurial journey starting from how he opted
out of the placement process at his alma mater IIM Udaipur to pursue his dreams.
Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, Director of GTU Innovation Council shared some interesting facts about start-up ecosystem in
Gujarat and India. He spoke on ‘Start in College’ and motivated the
management students to utilize their entrepreneurial qualities to build start-ups, thus creating more jobs across the nation. Speaking after him, Mr. Anil Pandey
from CII informed the students of CII initiatives for start-ups and entrepreneurs. He also talked about the support CII
provides to the student start-ups in terms of industrial relations, networking, and research support.
Furthermore, UCIED and CII signed an official MOU for creating the better support system to nurture entrepreneurial
minds in the better manner during the event.
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Workshops
Transactional Analysis Workshop
A workshop on Transactional Analysis was conducted by Prof. Ravindra Dey
for the second year HR Specialization students on 19th October. In the
workshop, students learned to recognize the ego states in which they
function. They also learnt how their current behavior is being affected by
the rules they received and incorporated as children and how they can
identify the ‘life script’ that is determining their actions. The workshop
concluded with some interesting self assessment and awareness tools, exercises, and inspirational videos
related to transactional analysis and attitude modification.

Workshop on Technovation in Banking
A workshop on ‘Technovation in Banking’ was organised for the Finance
Major students on 19th October, 2016. It was conducted by Mr. Arathika
Khandaul, who has 37 years of experience of experience in Corporate and
Retail Banking. The workshop brought the students abreast of the
technological innovations which are currently driving the banking sector
including CBS, CRM, Database Management, RTGS, NEFT, Unified Payment
System, Big Data Analytics and Cloud computing, etc. He further informed students about role banks play in
the development of the economy.

Workshop on Media Planning and Buying
The inside elements of the fascinating world of advertising and media
was opened up by Mrs. Pratibha Vinayak in the 2 days’ workshop (20th &
21st Oct 2016) on Media Planning and Buying. She took students through
the intricacies of Reach, OTS, TRP, GRP, TVTS, Frequency, SOV, SOS, SOM,
Channel Share, CPRP, Day parts, AIR, Circulation etc.
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Seminars
Brands & Branding
by Anil Kulkarni

The seminar on 3rd October started with a discussion on how people
buy
commodities--by knowledge, by previous experience or due to
retailer reputation--and went on to establish how brand and branding
makes the connect with the customer.

Seller Sell Thyself
by Deb Datta Sen

On 18th Octobe,r the participants of this seminar were taken through
practical tips and tricks of what sellers must do project a compelling story
to the customers.

Tectonic Change?
- a perspective on Brexit and new US Administration and implications for global trade
by Rajendra Shirole
Rajendra Shirole who is Professor of International Business and Strategy at the
Hult International Business School and connects with academia and industries
across US and UK presented a deep insight into the business implications of
Brexit and new POTUS during this seminar held on 1st December.
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Industry Visit
Visit to Parle Manufacturing Unit

The students of PGDM batch 2016-18 went for a visit to Parle Manufacturing Unit (Sweety
Industrry) in Nadiad on 20th October. The purpose of the visit was to understand the
manufacturing, packaging and dispatching process of Parle biscuits. This establishment was the first
manufacturing unit in Gujarat to get the job of producing the famous Bourbon biscuits of Parle. The
students got to see at close quarters the process of making biscuits including mixing, baking, filling,
cooling, sorting and packaging. The establishment also manufactures biscuits that are exported to
other countries where packaging requirements are superior compared to that for domestic supply.
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Snippets
Navratri Celebrations 2016

Adieu
Gaurav Rathod, Communications Faculty and Coordinating Editor of this
newsletter, left the organization on 31st December to pursue other
interests. We wish him all the best in his future endeavours.

The Editorial Team wishes all readers who celebrate their
birth anniversary during this quarter

May the early morning sun
Shine on your birthday.
A gentle breeze caress you,
As you go along life’s way.
We wish you wealth and happiness
As the day comes into view,
And may each hour be blessed
With friendships fond and true.
May your dreams all be fulfilled;
You achieve your every goal;
And at the ending of the day,
May peace touch your heart and soul.

